RACIAL INJUSTICE

How long are we going to fight injustice? This a question that hunts many young black youth, everyday we wake up to fearing our lives. A young child should learn to play in the dirt and ride bikes not hold a gun and know the amendment by heart just in case of mistreatment. Cops are supposed to protect us and keep us safe, but after recent incidents we have learned to fear them. Is it going to end it with George Floyd., or do more of us have to die in order for you to see we are humans who bleed? As a Muslim Islam has taught me that a black is not superior to a white, nor a white superior to black, an Arab superior to a non arab and a non Arab superior to a non Arab but society has preached differently. Black women are bleaching their skin erasing to their culture to come off safe for the white man. This injustice must stop, we are tired of losing our boys to the cops, these cops need to be held accountable for the crime they are committing. We know race has a lot to play in this because Mohammed a cop in Minnesota was given 12.5 years in jail for accidentally shooting a white women. Why is her life more important than George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Trayvon Martin and Tamir Rice a 12 year old boy. And also Trayvon Martin who was fatally shot by George Zimmerman who then claimed self defense. When is the color of our skin going to stop being viewed as a weapon when is this racial injustice going to stop how are we going to have a future if our lives are cut short Please Tell me
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